Abstract  This paper constitutes the entire process quality control method starting with the analysis to the quality control key indexes in mine production, analysis the main contents of the entire process quality control method which includes “coal cutting→ coal loading→ coal transportation →moving conveyer→ support→ goaf management”, the quality control method reaches to the working procedure level, achieving the entire process quality control to the mining production. The method provides the positive meaning to the practice of mines and promotes the utilization of industry engineering in tradition excavate industries.
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1 Introduction

In last few years, the industry engineering has made considerable progress in manufacturing enterprises, but the application of IE in the manufacture of coal is still at an initial stage. So it is urgent to optimize the coal production system with the theory and the methods of IE, combining the coal production system factures and the objective of high quality, high production, high efficiency, low cost on the basis of safe production.

Now, the study on the application of industry engineering in coal production mainly focus on the popularization, methods, studying on time quota and standardization of mining process with fundamental industry engineering, the application of information technology in production and so on. Fang Wenjie [1] pointed out that the popularization of industry engineering in coal production system should be carried out in the fields which include capital construction, mining, coal washing and deep processing, electricity equipment manufacturing and maintenance and so on. The guiding ideology and basic methods of each fields were given based on the industry engineering theory and methods. Song Linfa[2] studied the standard formulation in coal production scene management with the methods of industry engineering. Duan Yuling[3] studied the produce process and key steps to mining from the perspective of the fundamental industry engineering. Chen Liangpeng[4] explained that industry engineering can promote mines to improve staff quality and improve technology, taking the improvement of the tunneling method with industry engineering methods as an example. Lu Houjun[5] analyses the problems in information construction in mines and pointed out the application and developmental direction of industry engineering in future.

Now, the insufficient research to how to control the coal quality with industry engineering ideas and methods is a limitation. The coal produce process concludes exploit, transportation, wash and selected. It has great practical meanings to enhance coal quality, save resources and add benefit by strengthen control of coal quality in process of production, and we should pay more attention to it.

2 Analysis of Coal Quality Control Indexes

The coal quality is the characteristics which could satisfy the different requirements in the course of own process of formation and development, mining, deep processing. According to statistics[7], the average utilization ratio of the coal is about 30% in china, one of the important reasons is the poor quality of the coal. The worse the coal quality is, the more heat loss is, the lower the thermal efficiency is and the more the consumption of coal is. The research shows that when the ash of coking coal decreases by 1%, the iron-smelting coke consumption decreases by 2.66%, the iron-smelting coke ratio must decreases by 3%, smelts iron blast furnace's utilization ratio can be possibly increase to by 3.99%, the washed anthracite coal which can be used to produce the synthetic ammonia may save coal by 20%. When the ash of the coal which is used to generate electricity increases by 1%, the energy utilization ratio decreases by 1%, the calorific value decreases by 200~360J/g, the standard coal consumption increases 2~5g when generate one degree electricity. The ash decreases by 1% each time, the replacement ratio will increases by 1.5~2%, when the blast furnace injection powdered coal, and the
thermal efficiency of the washed coal which is used in the industry boiler and the kiln stove may increase by 3%~8%. The waste which is leaded by poor coal quality is recessive, but the quantity of the waste is large; we should pay more attention on it.

The improvement of coal quality can not only save the resource but also improve the environment. The ash content and sulfur may decrease by 50%~80% and 30%~40% respectively. As a result of the coal quality's improvement, the emission harmful gas will be reduced enormously which include the mist and dust, sulfur dioxide, the nitride and so on, It is estimated that when the sulfur content increases by 0.1%, the estimate loss of the environment caused by burning 1t coal would increase 4.1 to 10.73 Yuan [7].

There are many coal quality indexes, but the controllable indexes in production include mainly the ash content, the refuse rate and the moisture. This paper mainly chose these controllable indexes as the quality control key index [6].

(1) Ash content and refuse rate indexes

In order to analyze the variation of coal quality in production, the mining quality index is defined as a total sum of the ash content and refuse rate. The formula is show as $\rho = g + e$. The symbol $\rho$ means the mining quality index, the signal of $g$ means the ash content of raw coal, and the symbol $e$ means the refuse rate. The $\rho$ would affect the coal recovery rate and the clean coal washout rate. The smaller the $\rho$ 's value is, the better the row coal quality is.

The poor quality of raw coal in mining process would influence the clean coal quality obviously. The main performance is that the mining process can’t provide qualified raw coal for the washing process, and the high ash content and refuse rate would affect the cleaned coal output rate. The indexes of refuse rate and ash content have big impact on the output rate of clean coal, but it is difficult to define the influence degree by quantity accurately. According to statistical data [7], if the number of $g$ increases by 1%, the output rate of clean coal would decrease by about 0.5%, and the number of $e$ would increase by 1%, the output ratio of clean coal would decrease by about 0.8~0.9%. If the number of $g$ increases or reduces by 1%, the calorific value would reduce or increase by 0.35~0.5MJ/kg relevantly. If the steam coal ash content increases or reduce by 1%, the shadow price would reduce or increase by 2.26~3.23%.

There is a reverse relationship between the coal recovery rate and the mining quality index [8]. For example, with caving coal or thin seam method, when to improve the coal recovery rate, the ash content and the refuse rate would increase and the coal quality would decrease. At the same time, the washing cost would increase and the clean coal profit rate would decrease because of the increasing of the raw coal consumption. So the mining quality index would be high in order to increase the coal recovery rate, and the coal recovery rate would decrease when the mining quality index decrease.

(2) Moisture index

The moisture in the raw coal divides into three types which are the intrinsic moisture content, the external moisture, the crystal water and the water of decomposition. When the moisture is oversized, it will go against the mining, deep processing, the thermal stability and the heat conductivity will be influenced, the thermal efficiency will decrease. It also will reduce the coke output, extend the coking cycle and cause the resources losses.

The comprehensive clean coal is composed of the block, the fine and the flotation clean coal. The height of its moisture is based on each constituent's proportion and the average moisture which show as the table 1 [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moisture /%</th>
<th>Block clean coal</th>
<th>Fine clean coal</th>
<th>Flotation coal</th>
<th>Comprehensive clean coal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportion /%</td>
<td>5% 8</td>
<td>9% 10</td>
<td>34% 36</td>
<td>10% 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At present the moisture of comprehensive clean coal is about 10% and even to 18% in china which is higher than the US, Australia and other advanced countries where the moisture of comprehensive clean coal is about 8%. The main reason which cause the moisture high is that the raw slime in raw coal is high which related to the mechanized degree in mining directly, washing process and equipment are backward.

3 The Whole Process Quality Control Method in Coal Production
The coal production is continues, long and complex, there are many processes and factors which affect each other in production. So the difficulty to manage the quality is higher in production. Based on the practices, the quality control should be done to build the harmonious quality control system which includes mining, transportation, ventilation, production scheduling, washing and so on, to strengthen the whole process dynamic control.

There are mainly two methods to improve the coal quality with the ideas and methods of industry engineering. The first is to optimize the process of mining and decrease the ash content and refuse rate. The second is to optimize every process of washing to improve the clean coal quality. The whole process quality control should be done from optimizing each process in production, and expend the quality control to the process in order to find and get rid of the main factors which affect the coal quality. Now the mine did not achieve to the process level truly and don’t combine the result with quality control the process management. So it is difficult to resolve the problem of quality control fundamentally. The whole process quality control method which extends the quality control to each process and emphases the human role in the quality control, combine the result of the quality control with the process management fully and solve the quality problems in production. The steps of whole process quality control which based on the industry engineering is as follows:

1. To choose out the reasonable quality control index based on practice and experience in production, define the index control range scientifically.
2. To determine the most important control process in production. It is the most important part to control the quality in process. Because the different process has different affect on the forming of coal quality, it needs to pay more attention to the most important process. The first step is to decide the important process in quality control to be the key control process. And the whole process control also should be considered when we determine the control key process to assure that the quality problem do not arise in other process.
3. To assure the key factors which affect coal quality. With the staring to analysis factors include the man, equipment, material, method and environment which affect quality in every process, it needs to analyze the reasons which cause the coal quality seriously. Control quality from beginning is to control the factors which affect quality in order to improve the quality. The product quality can be assure if we control the key factors, which means that the control transfer from the under process to the upper process and from the produce result to the affective factors.
4. To define the control standard according to the key factors in every process and to set up the standard papers of quality control.
5. To give some corresponding countermeasures according to the key control factors.
6. To carry out the countermeasures and examine the effects, and respond the result to the process control to improve the countermeasures.

The whole process quality control has five important factors which include man, machine, material, method and environment, and the man is the main body and is the key of quality control. So we should constraint human behavior by drafting corresponding countermeasures according to human psychology and behavior to control product quality.

4 Contents of Whole Process Quality Control in Production

4.1 The Coal Quality Control Method

The row coal quality depends on the natural conditions and mining process and being effected by production directly. There is different raw coal quality with different mining process at the same natural condition. In the last few years, with the improving of mechanization level and the increasing of the mining depth, the index of mining quality appeared to be an increase trend. In all factors which include the raw coal quality, the factors in mining process account for more 70%. So, the mining process is the main process to control and improve the coal quality.

In mining process, gangues mix into the raw coal easily when roofs broken, rock parting, thin seam mining, top coal caving, cutting coal machine cutting roofs or floors, that is the main factors which effect the raw coal quality.

The mining method includes blasting mining, ordinary mining, high-grade ordinary mining, fully mechanized mining, fully mechanized caving and so on. Each method has different processes and has five common processes which include coal cutting, coal loading, coal cutting roofs or floors, that is the main factors which effect the raw coal quality.

The mining method includes blasting mining, ordinary mining, high-grade ordinary mining, fully mechanized mining, fully mechanized caving and so on. Each method has different processes and has five common processes which include coal cutting, coal loading, coal transportation, moving chute, support, goaf management. The fully mechanized caving include some processes such as coal cutting, extending the extendible beam, support, coal loading, pushing front chute, coal caving, coal
transportation, pulling back chute, coal second-cutting, second-support, coal caving, coal transportation, clearing float coal, pulling back chute, working face end support, advanced support, goaf management, pushing and moving the transfer machine, cutting coal machine feeding and so on. The different mode of each process would effect the ash content and refused rate, so it is very important to analysis the mining processes, find and sure the key process to control with the method of expertise in practice. The key process and important point of quality control could be sure based on the influence degree to product quality, engineering quality and safety production, such as pulling chute, moving supports and advanced support and so on. The whole processes should be pay enough attention when controlling the key processes mainly, it is very necessary and important to sure the all processes to achieve the quality requirement for the raw coal quality in mining.

The common processes which includes coal cutting, coal loading, coal transportation, moving chute, support and goaf management will be analysis to find the effect factors as follows:

(1) Coal cutting process. The coal cutting method includes blasting and cutting machines mainly. It is very important to set the parameters such as the number of blast holes, charge weight and angle of blast holes and so on. The roof and floor gangues will fall with the raw coal and increase the refuse rate if the parameters are improper. The height and angle of spill plate should be designed rationally to reduce the coal loss.

The mining height should be controlled strictly to avoid the cutting roofs and floors for the machined mining face. The ash content is different when the cutting mode is different: when one-way coal cutting and only one coal cutting and the great variation of coal thickness, floor fluctuation, the cutting machines will cut the floor; when two-way coal cutting and only one cutting, the roof would not be support in time and increase the ash content and refuse rate; when two-way coal cutting and two cuttings, the roof would be support in time, the gauges is less which would improve the coal quality. Some special measures should be adopted to avoid the gangue mixing into the raw coal when working face cross fault and broken areas.

(2) Coal loading process. The main factor which effects the coal quality in this process include that the soft floor and mud and sand would mix into the raw coal to increase the ash content. So it should to load the coal and gangues respectively.

(3) Coal transportation process. Transportation with scraper conveyor will reduce the gangue and content, and some mud and sand in floor will mix into the raw coal when using one-self back fall mode in some steeply inclined coal faces, so the chutes should be paved along the floors. Coal and gangue dividing load and carry under the shaft will reduce the refuse rate and improve clean coal output ratio. The high and poor quality coal bunkers should be built.

(4) Moving chute (scraper conveyor) process. Before moving the scraper conveyor, the floor should be leveled near the coal wall and avoid moving chute by force and mix the mud and sand into raw coal.

(5) Working face support process. After mining, the roof gangues mix the coal easily especially when the roofs are broken, so the rational support measures should be adopted as soon as possible. The arrangements of supports in working face effects the rate of coal containing waste rock, the hydraulic support in fully mechanized working face should close up to each other and the side guard plate should be open, It is important to deal with the leakage of gangues , the support and the repairing net timely under the false roofs.

(6) Goaf management process. It is better to improve the coal quality for the filling method than falling method to manage the goaf. When prop drawing in the individual hydraulic prop working face which includes the Gun working face, ordinary mechanized working face and advanced mechanized working face, The order of “first up second down” should be adopted to stop the gangues and reduce the falling gangues from upper roofs. On the fully mechanized and fully-mechanized sublevel working face, it is should pay more attention to avoid the curetting to the roofs to reduce the ash content, the hydraulic shield support should be use under the broken roofs to reduce gangues.

4.2 Control to Coal Quality in Washing Process

Washing is most important method to improve coal quality, it should pay special attention to quality control in washing. there are four main indexes which include granularity, ash content, total moisture and non-lint content should to control in total processes of washing.

According to the experience of advanced countries such as American and Austria, there are some measures to adopt to control the total quality in washing generally: firstly, the raw coal would be screened and crushed to control the granularity after being classified. The granularity of raw coal and the upper limit of mix-coal should be controlled strictly, the cleaned coal should be crushed secondly before warehousing to assure the requirement to the granularity. Secondly, the control to ash content
based on the separating screen equipment mainly. The online ash mater should used to control the ash content in the belt conveyor, the adjustment should be made content when ash content exceed the normal range. Thirdly, the clean coal production should to be dehydrated with the sieve bend and vibrating-dewatering screen, and the slack coal dehydrated with the centrifugal hydro-extractor lastly. Fourthly, to remove the impurities is necessary in some processes such as raw coal warehouse, washing, washed, product warehouse, loading and so on. It needs different facilities to remove different impurities, such as removing the iron-impurities with magnetic separator, removing mood-impurities with hydraulic shaker and so on.

5 Conclusion

It is a complex process to control the coal quality in production and needs the emphasis control in total programs and total processes. This paper sets up the total process quality control method based on the basic theory of industry engineering starting with detailed analysis to the important indexes of quality control in production, analysis the total process quality control contents to work with the six main processes which include “mining coal→ loading coal →transporting coal→ moving conveyer → supporting→ goaf management”. The thinking and methods of industry and engineering have application in the quality control of mining production successfully, and the control to quality extend to the process level really, achieve to the total process quality control primarily, there are active meaning for practice of mines.
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